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which may be added carefully if necessary; and a second tub
or large pan of cooler water for baby's final rinsing dip; baby's
big towel, also clean and fresh every morning, and a smaller
soft face towel or soft cloth that will answer the purpose; baby's
clean clothes laid out, perhaps on a small, conveniently placed
clothes rack within reach; safety pins; powder—zinc stearate
powder, perhaps; soft hairbrush,—and this is about all for the
ordinary daily bath routine.
It may be all very pleasant to sit down during baby's bath,
and for the young mother not long back from the hospital it
may be best to arrange things so that she can sit; but there is
bound to be something just out of reach or something forgotten,
and to get up and down a time or two during the bathing process,
hanging on to the baby and his fixings, is quite as much strain,
perhaps, on body and nervous system as the continuous standing
posture by a high table during the rather short time it should
take for the bath.
The thing that should be avoided is bending over a bed while
tending to the baby. For this reason, a table about the height
of the kitchen sink, large enough to permit of baby's vigorous
exercise activities, and padded like the ironing board, makes
the very finest place for baby's attentions during his bath and
dressing, as well as diaper changing at any time during the day.
The tub may be on a high stool or bench at the end of the table.
The tub on the table itself may make the lift from table to tub
a little hard, but on the stool at the end it is about right. The
temperature of the room is about 72Q F.? as shown by the ther-
mometer,
A square of oilcloth or rubber sheeting on the table is pro-
tected with a large towel or a diaper or two. Baby has perhaps
been having his exercises on this very table. If so, it is a small
matter to slip the protecting oilcloth under him. Or, if he has
been exercising on mother's bed, he is quickly transported to the
bathing table. Mother, with big clean apron on, looks ready to
"do the dishes;" but it is baby this time, instead, that is to be
"done." And she doesn't forget to see that her hands have been
thoroughly washed with soap and rinsed with running water.
And if baby's bowels move about this time, and she attends to

